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I.

I NTRODUCTION

For the past few years, we have begun to witness an
exponential growth in the information and communication
technologies (ICT) sector. While undoubtedly a milestone, all
of this occurs at the expense of high energy costs needed to
supply servers, data centers, and any use of computers [1].
Associated with these high energy costs is the emission of
greenhouse gases. These two issues have become major problems in society [2]. The ICT sector contributes up to 8% of the
overall energy consumption [3], with 50% of the energy costs
of an organization being attributed to the IT departments [4].
Since energy-efficient hardware is canceled out by inefficient software, where “Up to 90% of energy used by ICT
hardware can be attributed to software” [5], we should start
making software more energy efficient. This is not shocking,
since software development has always focused on response
efficiency/functionality, not minimization of power consumption [6], making software design/construction energy-unaware.
Despite the recent attention towards energy consumption,
most of the efforts made have been on the hardware side, leaving software energy analysis poorly investigated. Currently,
there is no concern in regards to the energy consumption within
software when being developed. This may be due to the lack
of tools which enable a programmer to consult information of
his/her program’s energy costs.
Thus, the problem we face is the absence of a tool, that with
access to a software program, can produce useful information
about the energy consumption. Much like how a developer
uses tools for debugging and refactoring, this would allow
the developer to consult which program areas have anomalous
energy consumption levels, and get information on possible
ways to fix this problem.
My MSc thesis plan1 consists in developing techniques to
measure the energy consumption of software, and identifying
critical areas in the software. Using adapted Spectrum-based
Fault Localization (SFL) [7] techniques - a statistical analysis
based on the program’s execution with the goal of locating
program faults - we can detect energy-consumption faults (red
smells) in software code. In doing so, we can detect which
fragments of the code consume the most/least, and using this
information, offer ways to refactor source code to become
green-aware. After having these solutions we need to find a
friendly way to present this information to the user.
1 This plan will be extended in my PhD where I plan to analyze the
energy consumption and define a red/green smell catalog, while presenting
this information to the developer in an easy to read manner.
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What we envision is a tool which applies our proposed
techniques on software code. This tool would guide the
developer into programming more energy-aware software by
alerting him/her of red smells, and offering green refactorings,
all this in a simple visual layout to allow the software developer
to become energy-aware. This application will also provide
the ability to navigate between less energy efficient areas
(packages, classes, modules, functions, methods, blocks and
even lines), making its implementation more energy efficient.
II.

E NERGY S PECTRUM -BASED FAULT L OCALIZATION

The spectrum-based fault localization technique is the state
of the art technique to identify faults in the program execution [8], [7]. The SFL uses the trace of execution of program’s
components with a list of specific inputs and expected outputs
to identify where there was an error and which components
were involved. This approach allows the technique to identify
faults with different levels of granularity, where components
can be a module, a function, a block or even one line of code.
It is a language independent concept and therefore has no
limitations regarding the language where the analysis is done.
While analyzing source code, we can consider the excess
energy consumption to be energy-leaks. Considering this, we
are adapting SFL to apply the fault-localization techniques in
textual and visual programs to detect these energy-leaks in
the source code. These techniques can be used in different
languages and paradigms.
Using Intel’s Power Gadget framework2 , we obtain the
energy-consumption for each function in a C-language program. This framework uses RAPL [9] which as been shown
an extremely accurate form of measuring energy. Using our
adapted SFL model for energy-consumption, we will be able
to detect where energy-leaks occur.
Using this information, we will construct a red smells
catalog for software code, and the appropriate refactorings to
turn the software more “green-aware”.
III.

VALIDATION

As a way to validate and instantiate the developed techniques we want to include two distinct programming language
areas: visual and textual.
Textual programming languages (C, C#, Java, Haskell,
etc.) are software languages that usually offer an integrated
2 Intel’s
Power
intel-power-gadget-20

Gadget:

http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/
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development environment with some graphical representations
(for instance, syntax highlighting) to facilitate the development
of the software. Like any tool for identifying errors in software,
we intend to notify the developer of possible power consumption critical areas in the developed code. That is to say that
we wish to develop techniques for energy-aware development
environments. Thus, we can use an idea similar to the analysis
used by GZoltar [10]. GZoltar is a SFL graphic visualization
tool which allows, with the aid of a sandburst graphic (Figure
1), hierarchical navigation of source code. Using colors (red
for errors and green otherwise), it gives immediate information
on the status of different parts of the code. The concepts seem
to fit in the energy domain and therefore could be tested.
Information on the possible refactorings should also be flagged
within the source code.

and try to recommend green refactorings to improve the energy
consumption.
After having this defined, we plan to validate our techniques, and using what we learned, create a prototype with a
simple and easy to read visual interface. This interface should
be intuitive to developers, allowing them to know everything
they would need and like to know to make their code more
energy-aware.
To better understand the impact this work would have on
software development, we want to conduct a study with real
developers, and obtain their feedback to improve upon.
With this plan, we wish to contribute a visually-friendly
environment to make software development more energy efficient.
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Fig. 1.

Gzoltar: a SFL graphic visualization tool

Alerting programmers of a bad smell, and subsequently advising them how to fix those smells, increases success rates at
finding and fixing those problems [11], [12], [13]. Most visual
languages already have an integrated development environment
to be developed in, but can be adapted to support the notion
of energy consumption. Therefore, and since applying SFL
for energy analysis is a programming paradigm independent
technique, we can exercise the same principal to identify red
smells in a visual programming environment.
To validate our approach for visual languages and for end
users we intend to use the LabVIEW3,4 environment. Indeed it
has been shown to be an environment in which end users found
the usual smell detection to be helpful and beneficial [11].
Along with red smell detection, we can also define a green/red
catalog and appropriate suggested refactorings, to help end
users find and fix these energy-leaks.
After developing these software artifacts we need to test
them with real programmers in order to find any possible
limitations and improvements, as well as the full potential of
our work and how much can it influence software development
to become energy-aware.
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